Response evolution of mechanical metamaterials under architectural transformations
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Architectural transformations play a key role in the evolution of complex systems, from design
algorithms for metamaterials to flow and plasticity of disordered media. Here, we develop a general
framework for the evolution of the linear mechanical response of network structures under discrete
architectural transformations via sequential removal and addition of elastic elements. We focus on
a class of spatially complex metamaterials, consisting of triangular building blocks. Rotations of
these building blocks, corresponding to removing and adding elastic elements, introduce (topological)
architectural defects. We show that the metamaterials’ states of self stress play a crucial role, and
that the mutually exclusive self stress states between two different network architectures span the
difference in their mechanical response. For our class of metamaterials, we identify a localized
representation of these states of self stress, which allows us to capture the evolving response. We
use our insights to understand the unusual stress-steering behaviour of topological defects.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The unique properties of mechanical metamaterials
emerge from the assembly of simple structural unit
cells connected by local interactions. Targeted design
of such assemblies has aided the creation of metamaterials with a broad range of responses and potential
functionalities [1–8]. So far, most metamaterial design
has been focused on the creation of metamaterials with
compatible or floppy motions: low-energy deformations,
which dominate the material’s response to external
probing, and lead to unusual properties such as negative
Poisson ratio or vanishing shear modulus [9, 10]. However, incompatibility or frustration offers a new avenue
for designing material responses at higher energies, for
example to produce materials with tunable stiffness [11].
Such frustration in mechanical metamaterials is closely
related to other artificial frustrated systems, such as
artificial spin ice [12, 13], colloidal ice [14, 15] and
colloidal antiferromagnets [16–18].
Recently, we presented a systematic strategy to
introduce defects, and in particular topological defects,
in a novel class of mechanical metamaterials [19]. These
consist of 2D triangular building blocks, and are a
mechanical analogue of spin systems with tunable
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions, where
the nature of the interaction is set by the orientation of
the building blocks. We showed how to design a large
number of compatible structures in this class—including
the well-known rotating square mechanism [19–21].
We subsequently introduced (topological) defects in
our metamaterials by rotating one or more building
blocks. These architectural transformations affect the
mechanical response and allow us to direct the stress
concentration in these structures [19]. Similarly, bond
cutting strategies have recently been used to modify the
elastic moduli of disordered networks [22–24], and spatial

deformations in allosteric networks [25]. More widely,
discrete changes in contact networks of flowing disordered media similarly lead to the evolution of mechanical
properties [26–29]. However, a general framework to
describe the evolution of the linear response of complex
spring networks under architectural transformations is
lacking.
To motivate our work, consider two examples of the
response evolution under architectural transformations,
illustrated in Fig. 1. The examples show two architectural transformations that produce an ordinary (Fig. 1a)
and a topological defect (Fig. 1b) respectively. For
each case, we show the stress response under an applied
load before and after transformation, and focus on the
stress difference as a measure of the evolution of the
response. In the former case, where a single triangular
building block is rotated, the stress difference is localized
around the rotated block (Fig. 1a). In the latter case, the
stress difference spreads throughout the system (Fig. 1b).
Our goal is to understand what controls these distinct
stress differences. To do so, we study the linear response
of spring networks under architectural transformations.
The possible stress fields inside such a network form the
stress space, which is composed of load-bearing states
(LB-states), accessible via external loading, and states
of self-stress (SS-states), which are stress configurations
with zero net force on all nodes. Understanding the
evolution of the mechanical response entails describing
the evolution of these spaces. For the overconstrained
system at hand, the states of self-stress can be obtained
in closed form, and we show how to use this information
to completely capture the response evolution. Specifically, we find that the stress field difference between two
networks as shown in Fig. 1, is spanned by their small
number of mutually exclusive SS-states. The presence
of closed form SS-states in our metamaterials therefore
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FIG. 1. (a) Under the same applied load (black arrows, tripled in size for clarity), two mechanical networks differing by a small
number of bonds, highlighted by the yellow triangles (left vs. centre) differ in their stress response (colour bar). Depending on
the material’s changing internal architecture, the stress difference (∆σ, right) can be either quasilocalized when an ordinary
defect is introduced (a) or diffuse if a topological defect is created (b). The same physical principles underlie both cases: the
stress difference is governed by the networks’ changing states of self stress.

enables us to determine a priori how small modifications
in network architecture affect the mechanical response.
In the following sections, we discuss the linear mechanical formalism underlying our findings, which states
that stress distributions inside mechanical networks
under external loading are spanned by LB-states,
while SS-states—which produce zero net forces—are
inaccessible stress states of the network. We conclude
that the stress response difference between networks
with related architectures must be spanned by their
mutually exclusive SS-states (Sec. II). We then present
our non-periodic compatible mechanical metamaterials,
consisting of stacked anisotropic unit cells that can
deform in harmony [19] (Sec. III), and in which the
SS-space can be represented as a set of localized states
(Sec. IV). We demonstrate how sequential buildingblock rotations produce architectural changes that
introduce controlled frustration, producing varying
configurations of (topological) defects (Sec. V). In spite
of the presence of such frustration, all SS-states can
still be constructed straightforwardly (Sec. VI A). As a
consequence, SS-states that are not shared between any
two architecturally-related networks are easily identified,
and are confirmed to span the stress response difference
under identical loads (Sec. VI B–VI D). Lastly, we use
our knowledge of the SS-states to understand how
topological defects steer stresses into different parts of
a metamaterial, illustrating that our findings may be
useful for designing metamaterials with targeted stress
responses (Sec. VII).

II.

LINEAR MECHANICS: STATES OF SELF
STRESS AND FLOPPY MODES

In order to understand the comparative response of
mechanical networks with closely related architectures,
we now introduce the linear-elastic material model
that underlies our findings [30, 31]. We discuss how a
mechanical metamaterial’s floppy modes (FM), loadbearing stresses (LB-states), and states of self stress
(SS-states) naturally arise from this theory, and show
that knowledge of the SS-states suffices to understand
the difference in mechanical response of two architecturally related materials.
We model our networks as freely hinging nodes connected by Hookean springs. The network’s mechanics
are described by three linear-algebraic matrix equations
that relate forces exerted by each bond—which we refer
to as stresses—to the net forces on and displacements
of each node. First, node forces f are related to bond
stresses (or tensions), σ via a kinematic matrix, RT ,
which is constructed using the network’s architectural
layout, such that f = RT σ. Similarly, node displacements u map to bond elongations e via the transpose
of the kinematic matrix, known as the rigidity matrix
R, so that e = Ru. Finally, bond elongations and
bond stresses are related by a Hookean constitutive
law, σ = Ke, where K is a diagonal matrix of spring
constants, which we will set to unity in what follows.
The three matrix equations above relate all possible
node forces, bond stresses, bond elongations, and node
displacements of the network, and thus govern the
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material’s linear mechanical response.
In practice, we construct a material’s kinematic matrix
as follows. Consider two nodes i, j in a 2D plane, connected by a bond ij. Their linearized elongation under
planar displacements of the nodes u = (uix , uiy , ujx , ujy )
is then given by eij = [−nx , −ny , nx , ny ]u, where
n̂ is the unit vector along the bond running from i
to j. The 4 × 1 kinematic matrix is then given by
RT = [−nx , −ny , nx , ny ]T , and maps the bond’s stress
due to bond elongation, sij = Keij , to node forces
f = (fix , fiy , fjx , fjy ) = RT sij . Extending this 2D
network to include Nn nodes and Nb bonds produces a
2Nn × Nb kinematic matrix, where each of the columns
corresponds to a particular bond’s connection between
two end nodes, as above. Therefore, the domain of the
kinematic matrix is an Nb -dimensional space of stress
vectors, in which each vector component corresponds to
a bond.
The vector subspaces of the kinematic matrix—its
kernel and row space, which form the domain, and its
cokernel and column space, which form the codomain—
have a particular insightful physical interpretation [31].
First, the row space is spanned by the LB-states,
symbolized by σ̂, or stress eigenvectors that produce
finite node forces. Secondly, if the system is overconstrained [32], the kinematic matrix’s kernel is nontrivial
and spanned by a finite number of zero eigenvectors, or
bond stress configurations that lead to zero net node
forces. These are the network’s SS-states, symbolized
by τ̂ . Similarly, if the network is underconstrained,
the cokernel consists of floppy modes (FM), node
displacement vectors that produce no bond elongations
and thus cost no elastic energy. In two dimensions,
these FM include a total of three rigid-body motions,
a rotation and two translations. Lastly, the column
space contains all displacement vectors that produce
finite bond elongations: this column space corresponds
one-to-one to the LB-states of the row space. Thus, the
SS-space and LB-space together span the entire space
of possible bond stress configurations—the former being
inaccessible states, and the latter supported states—and
they therefore govern the network’s response to external
loading.
While the subspaces’ bases are often not simple to determine, their dimensions follow directly from the ranknullity theorem that relates the subspace dimensions of
the network’s kinematic matrix [30, 33–36]. The ranknullity theorem states that the sum of the number of
independent FM (NF M ) and the number of independent
LB-states is equal to 2Nn , while the sum of the number
of independent SS-states (NSSS ) and LB-states must be
equal to Nb . Therefore, the difference between the number of SS-states and FM has a consistent expression for
all 2D materials:
ν = NF M − NSSS − 3 = 2Nn − Nb − 3,

(1)

where the final term of −3 represents the three trivial
rigid-body motions in 2D, so that NF M includes only
internal floppy deformations of the structure.
The above linear-elastic model helps understand
the difference in stress response between two networks
with closely related architectures that differ by a small
number of bonds, but have the same number and
spatial configuration of nodes. In either network, the
SS-space and LB-space together span the entire space of
possible bond stress configurations. Some SS-states and
LB-states are shared between the two materials, while
others are unique to either of the pair. Any SS-state
unique to one network must be an LB-state—up to
stresses on the networks’ distinct bonds—in the other
structure. Since the stress response of any network is a
linear combination of its LB-states, the stress response
difference between the two networks must therefore lie
in the space spanned by their unique, non-shared SSstates. In other words, with knowledge of the mutually
exclusive SS-states of two mechanical networks, we can a
priori determine how their stress response differs under
arbitrary external loading.
We note here that our analysis concerns the material’s
response under an applied supported load: external
forces that actuate a floppy motion of the material lead
to an indeterminate response [30], which we do not
consider here.

III. STRUCTURALLY COMPLEX
MECHANICAL METAMATERIALS

We now demonstrate the efficacy of predicting the
stress response difference using SS-states—an approach
valid for any mechanical network architecture—in a
particular class of structurally complex mechanical
metamaterials [19]. Their specific architecture allows us
to easily enumerate and construct a basis of SS-space
consisting of highly spatially localized states, and we
show later that this complete description of SS-space
produces a direct prediction of the stress response
difference between two networks of differing designs
under identical, external, supported loads.
Our complex mechanical metamaterials are assembled
by stacking together copies of an anisotropic triangular
building block [19] (Fig. 2a) that we will refer to as a
supertriangle. The supertriangle consists of six Hookean
edge bonds, connected in a triangular shape. Three freely
pivoting corner nodes connect the bonds at the triangle’s
corners, while three internal nodes connect the sides.
The supertriangle is made anisotropic by connecting two
of the internal node pairs with two additional Hookean
internal bonds, leaving the third pair unconnected. This
building block exhibits a local FM: a compatible internal
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FIG. 2. (a) Our mechanical building block, or supertriangle, consists of three corner nodes (black circles) and three internal
nodes (purple), connected by a perimeter of edge bonds (grey lines). The internal nodes are connected by two internal bonds
(black). (b) Internal node motions and internal bonds map to Ising spins and antiferromagnetic interactions. Compatible
deformations of the supertriangle correspond to ground states of this Ising model. The correspondence between spin states (‘in’
and ‘out’, indicated with blue and red arrows) and motion of the internal nodes is opposite for upward- and downward-pointing
building blocks. (c) Supertriangles (yellow triangle) are stacked together to create a superhexagon. Superhexagons contain
a closed local loop of internal bonds (bold black lines). The metamaterial deforms harmoniously only when a spin ground
states exists that satisfies all antiferromagnetic constraints simultaneously. Local loops with an even number of bonds satisfy
this requirement (left): the superhexagon is compatible. Incompatible superhexagons have loops containing an odd number of
bonds (right) that frustrate at least one antiferromagnetic interaction (purple cross). The odd local loop represents a defect
in the system. (d) The eight possible even local loop shapes (number of bonds indicated) in a compatible superhexagon are
shown (bold black lines). Internal bonds outside the local loop were chosen arbitrarily, and the corresponding floppy modes are
illustrated as deformations of the superhexagons. (e) A large compatible metamaterial is created by stacking building blocks,
ensuring that the local loops inside each superhexagon (orange hexagon) contain an even number of bonds. The compatible
metamaterial deforms harmoniously (zoom-in).

deformation that does not deform any of the rigid bonds
(Fig. 2b).
The smallest nontrivial structure, made with six
supertriangles, is a hexagonal stack or superhexagon
(Fig. 2c). Such stacks are called compatible when there
is a collective FM, such that all individual supertriangles
can deform according to their local FM simultaneously;
otherwise, the stack is incompatible or frustrated.
Evidently, even though the number of nodes and bonds
of compatible and incompatible superhexagons are
identical (Nn = 19 and Nb = 8), they show distinct
mechanical behaviour. Using Eq. (1), we find that
incompatible superhexagons have no FM and a single
SS-state, while compatible superhexagons have a single
FM and two SS-states.
To obtain clear design rules for compatibility, we map
the local FM of a supertriangle to the ground state of
an Ising model with antiferromagnetic interactions [19].
Specifically, each internal node corresponds to a spin site,
while each internal bond represents an antiferromagnetic
interaction. Spins may be in an ‘out’ state or an ‘in’
state; mechanically, this corresponds to an outward or
inward motion of the internal nodes with respect to

the centre for upward-pointing supertriangles (and vice
versa for downward-pointing supertriangles) indicated
by the red and blue arrows in Fig. 2b. The supertriangle’s mechanical FM then corresponds uniquely to a
spin configuration that satisfies both antiferromagnetic
interactions: the internal bonds connect spin sites
at two internal nodes in opposite states, while nodes
not connected by an internal bond both move inward
(or both outward), representing two ferromagnetically
interacting spins.
For a compatible superhexagon, the spin orientations
of all adjacent supertriangles have to match up exactly.
Figure 2c demonstrates that the internal bonds inside a
superhexagon form a closed local loop corresponding to
a ring of antiferromagnetic interactions. The supertriangles collectively deform harmoniously and compatibly
if, and only if, the corresponding antiferromagnetic Ising
model is in a ground state, so that each antiferromagnetic interaction connects two spins in opposite states.
This requirement is only met if the local loop contains
an even number of interactions. Hence, a superhexagon
is only compatible if the local loop contains an even
number of internal bonds (Fig. 2c, left).
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By contrast, when the local loop has an odd number
of internal bonds, the superhexagon is geometrically
frustrated and incompatible [37, 38]. In the Ising model
language, there is then always an antiferromagnetic
interaction that cannot be satisfied (Fig. 2c, right),
so that the odd local loop represents a defect in the
mechanical system.
We note here that this mapping to an Ising model
with binary states is complete only for compatible metamaterials which posses a FM in which displacements
alternate in direction and all have the same magnitude.
As we will show below, in incompatible situations, the
magnitude of the displacements varies continuously
with position and then this mapping to the Ising model
serves only to demonstrate whether or not there exists a
compatible deformation.
In Fig. 2d, we show the FM in compatible superhexagons for each of the eight possible even local loop
shapes (with six, eight, ten or twelve bonds, bold black
lines); the FM is present independently of the choice
of internal bonds outside the local loop (thin black lines).
Metamaterials consisting of large stacks containing
many supertriangles (Fig. 2e) typically contain many superhexagons, each sporting a local loop of internal bonds.
Designing the material so that there are only even local
loops in the system ensures that all superhexagons are
compatible, the material has a single global FM, and can
deform harmoniously. Conversely, odd local loops generate geometric frustration and incompatibility, resulting
in the absence of a global FM. As shown in previous
work [19], there is an extensive number of metamaterial
designs made of these supertriangular building blocks.
Moreover, we can design a wide array of geometries with
varying isotropy, auxeticity, and periodicity. Here, we
explore the evolving mechanical response under architectural changes in this class of spatially complex metamaterials, and our findings thus hold for metamaterials with
a wide range of mechanical properties.

IV. STATES OF SELF STRESS IN
SUPERHEXAGONS AND LARGER
METAMATERIALS

We now show how to identify the dimension and
shape of the SS-space in our complex metamaterials,
which governs the differential response of architecturally
related networks. Our compatible metamaterials have
one global FM by construction, while frustrated ones
have none. Hence, to obtain the number of independent
SS-states from Eq. (1), it suffices to calculate the
index ν. We show below that ν follows directly from
the number H of superhexagons contained inside our
metamaterial, and that each compatible (incompatible)
superhexagon contains two (one) localized SS-states that
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FIG. 3. The number of nodes and bonds in a metamaterial
can be counted exactly. (a) Starting from a network of T adjacent triangular cells (yellow triangle) with a perimeter of P
bonds and P nodes (orange lines and circles), the number of
nodes and bonds Nn and Nb can be counted exactly. Each internal lattice point (black circles) is surrounded by a hexagon
of six triangular blocks (orange hexagon). (b) Each block is
decorated with two internal bonds and three internal nodes,
producing a supertriangle. (c) This decoration produces a
metamaterial. The number of nodes and bonds increases to
Nn + Nb and 2Nb + 2T .

can be explicitly and straightforwardly constructed.
To count the number of superhexagons in a metamaterial, we first focus on the structure’s scaffold that consists of corner nodes connected by a triangular lattice
(Fig. 3a). If such a scaffold contains T triangles and a
perimeter of P bonds, it contains
H=

T −P
+1
2

(2)

full hexagons of six triangles, each surrounding a distinct
bulk corner node (orange hexagon and bold black dots in
Fig. 3a). This expression is derived as follows: a single
triangle has T = 1, a perimeter of P = 3 and H = 0
hexagons. Adding a triangle to an existing system
increases the number of triangles by one (T → T + 1),
and either increases the perimeter by two bonds and
produces no new hexagon (P → P + 2, H → H), or
increases the perimeter by one bond and produces a
new hexagon (P → P + 1, H → H + 1). By induction,
Eq. (2) then holds for all lattices.
We now use this information to determine a general
expression for ν in our metamaterials. Adding two internal bonds and three internal nodes to every triangle in
the scaffold—thus creating a stack of T supertriangles—
generates a metamaterial (Fig. 3b). Since the triangular
scaffold contains a total of Nb = 3T 2+P bonds, the metamaterial will contain 3T + P edge bonds and an additional two internal bonds per triangle, yielding a total of
Nb = 5T + P edge and internal bonds. In addition, the
scaffold contains Nn = T +P
2 + 1 corner nodes; the metamaterial has an additional three internal nodes that are
shared between two triangles, unless they lie on the structure’s perimeter. This yields a total of Nn = 2T + P + 1
corner and internal nodes in the metamaterial (Fig. 3c).
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FIG. 4.
States of self stress (SS-states) are localized in superhexagons. (a) The eight possible even local loop shapes in
a compatible superhexagon are shown (black lines). The number of bonds in each loop is indicated. Some internal bonds
outside the local loop may be chosen freely (not shown here for clarity), while the triangular scaffold (grey solid lines) is always
present. (b) The compatible superhexagons contain two non-orthonormal SS-states (colours): a radial SS-state localized on
the triangular scaffold (left), and a loop SS-state fully localized on internal bonds in the local loop and the triangular scaffold.
(c) Incompatible superhexagons contain odd local loops that come in five distinct shapes (red lines). These structures each
support only the radial SS-state.

The metamaterial’s index ν is thus equal to
ν = 1 − 2H.

(3)

From Eq. (1), and using the fact that the number of
FM in a metamaterial is either one or zero, we obtain
an exact expression for the dimension of SS-space in our
metamaterials: NSSS = 2H in compatible systems, and
NSSS = 2H − 1 in incompatible ones. This expression
is consistent with our finding in Sec. III that a compatible superhexagon contains two SS-states, while an
incompatible superhexagon has one SS-state. Thus, in
a compatible metamaterial with H hexagons, we can
identify 2H independent SS-states localized within each
of the metamaterial’s superhexagons; these SS-states
exactly span the 2H-dimensional SS-space. Therefore,
all independent SS-states of a compatible metamaterial
can be constructed as localized states within each of the
larger metamaterial’s superhexagons.
We illustrate the compact, superhexagon-localized
representation of all independent SS-states in Fig. 4.
Consider a metamaterial consisting of a single, compatible superhexagon. Its local loop contains an even number
of internal bonds; the structure has a single FM, and
two SS-states. Figure 4a enumerates the eight possible
even local loop shapes (up to rotations and reflections);
internal bonds outside of the local loop do not carry
stress in any of the SS-states, and are not shown for
clarity. Due to the network’s highly regular geometry,

the SS-states are found by inspection to have a simple
structure: one radial SS-state is independent of the
superhexagon’s internal bonds and is purely supported
on edge bonds, while the other loop SS-state involves the
internal bonds of the local loop (Fig. 4b). The location
of internal bonds that are not part of the local loop are
irrelevant for both the radial and loop SS-states. Bond
stresses of both radial and loop SS-states are integer
multiples due to the underlying building blocks’ six-fold
rotational symmetry. By contrast, a single, incompatible
superhexagon containing an odd local loop has no FM
and only one SS-state; the local loop has five possible
shapes (Fig. 4c), and the superhexagon supports only
the single radial SS-state (Fig. 4b, left).

In compatible metamaterials consisting of H compatible superhexagons, the 2H-dimensional SS-space is
therefore spanned by H radial and H loop SS-states,
each of which is localized to a single superhexagon.
Similarly, in a metamaterial with a single incompatible
superhexagon, the 2H − 1-dimensional SS-space consists
of the H radial SS-states, and the H − 1 loop SS-states
in the remaining compatible superhexagons. For larger
numbers Ho > 1 of incompatible superhexagons, H
radial and H − Ho loop SS-states are present in the
network, with the remaining Ho − 1 SS-states not
localized to a single superhexagon.
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V.

ARCHITECTURAL DEFECTS

While we can make a large variety of compatible
metamaterials (a number that grows exponentially with
the number of supertriangles in the structure) [19],
an even larger amount of frustrated designs exist that
cannot deform harmoniously due to the presence of one
or more odd local loops. The mechanical frustration
induced by such defects generally produces undesired
effects when their presence is not controlled, such as
decay of a desired FM [11, 39], or structural failure
when frustration-induced bond stresses exceed the bond
buckling threshold [40]. However, when frustration is introduced in a controlled and well-understood manner, it
may be harnessed to design desirable or unusual physical
properties, such as localized buckling zones [2, 6, 19], or
geometric frustration in spin-ices [15, 38, 41].
We now show how to control the frustration in our
mechanical metamaterials by rotating select supertriangles in an initially compatible network. Figure 5a
shows a compatible structure with no defects (A), where
all superhexagons have even local loops (black lines).
Selecting and rotating a particular supertriangle in the
material’s bulk (Fig. 5a, inset) effectively removes one
of the supertriangle’s internal bonds—bond r—from the
network and replaces it with a newly added internal
bond p. The bond r is part of exactly two local loops.
In general, exchanging bond r for bond p changes the
parity of these two local loops. Here, since we start
from a compatible structure, rotating a supertriangle
creates two adjacent odd local loops (Fig. 5b). We will
refer to such a pair of adjacent odd local loops as a
structural defect (network B ), since the odd loops may
be removed by locally rotating a single supertriangle [19].
Metamaterials containing a single incompatible superhexagon can also be constructed, and have been shown
to have a topological signature [19]. Such topological
defects (network C ) can be generated from an initially
compatible system via a sequence of supertriangle
rotations running in a chain between the defect locus
and the system’s boundary. Specifically, we rotate a
supertriangle at the edge of a structural defect, ensuring
that this supertriangle contributes an internal bond to
one odd and one even local loop (Fig. 5b). As before,
the rotation changes the parity of the two local loops it
contributes to. Consequently, the two odd local loops
are no longer adjacent after the transformation: they
are now separated by a single even local loop. This
defect configuration, consisting of two incompatible
superhexagons separated by one or more compatible
ones, is a complex of two topological defects (network
C ): the odd local loops can no longer be removed
by a single, local supertriangle rotation. To finally
obtain a single topological defect, we repeat the above
procedure to displace one of the odd local loops closer
and closer to the system’s boundary. Finally, we select a

boundary supertriangle that contributes to exactly one
odd local loop, so that its rotation causes the odd loop’s
parity to become even (Fig. 5c). This transformation
leaves us with an isolated incompatible superhexagon
in the system’s bulk, that can only be removed by
an extensive number of supertriangle rotations, and
that we therefore refer to as a topological defect (Fig. 5d).
Supertriangle rotations thus form the minimal architectural transformations that allow us to convert
one metamaterial design to any other. By a series of
sequential supertriangle rotations, we can thus obtain
metamaterial architectures with any desired number of
frustrated odd local loops, starting from a compatible
structure containing only even local loops.

VI. RESPONSE EVOLUTION UNDER
ARCHITECTURAL TRANSFORMATIONS

Starting from an initially compatible metamaterial,
supertriangle rotations form minimal architectural
transformations that generate predictable defect configurations. Here, we investigate how the concomitant
frustration manifests in the mechanical response.
Clearly, a frustrated metamaterial cannot deform harmoniously, so external forcing will generate stresses and
elastic deformations. We want to understand where
these stresses are localized, and how they relate to the
sequence of architectural transformations that generate
a given network design.
In Sec. II, we discussed how the mechanical response
of a network is determined by its Nb -dimensional stress
space, which can be decomposed into two mutually
orthogonal sub-spaces: the NSS -dimensional SS-space,
and the NLB -dimensional LB-space. To understand
how architectural changes affect the stress response, we
therefore need to establish how the SS-space and the
complementary LB-space change under architectural
modifications. Our metamaterials, with their readily
constructed SS-states, are especially suitable to address
such general questions.
To capture the changes of the SS- and LB-spaces
due to architectural modifications, we repeatedly use
a number of basic principles that we outline here.
We only consider architectural changes that consist
of sequences of supertriangle rotations, and break up
each supertriangle rotation into a step-by-step process
where we first remove a bond and then add a bond at a
different location, which simplifies our calculations and
generalizes easily to other network architectures.
Supertriangle rotations can mutate the compatibility
of our metamaterials: there exist three different mutation processes. First of all, in process I, a compatible
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FIG. 5. (a) A compatible metamaterial (no defect, A) contains only even local loops (internal bonds highlighted in black).
Three superhexagons (1, 2, 3; orange) that change parity under consecutive transformations are highlighted. Rotating a single
bulk supertriangle shared by superhexagons 1 and 2 (yellow triangle, inset) removes a bond r and adds a bond p. (b) The
supertriangle rotation generates two adjacent odd local loops (red lines). These form a structural defect (B) that frustrates
the compatible motion of the material. The adjacent odd local loops are moved apart by selecting and rotating a second
supertriangle in superhexagons 2 and 3 (inset). (c) Two topological defects (C), or isolated odd local loops, are created: an
even local loop now separates the odd local loops. A final rotation in superhexagon 3 (inset) removes one of the odd local
loops from the material. (d) A single topological defect (D) remains. (e) The three numbered superhexagons in the compatible
metamaterial are shown, along with their central corner nodes (black circles) and their corresponding loop SS-states τ1A , τ2A and
τ3A (colours). (f-h) Transforming the network to produce a structural defect, two topological defects, and a single topological
defect (central corner nodes of incompatible superhexagons indicated in red) results in a sequential evolution where new SSstates are formed from linear combinations of old SS-states (arrows; see text for detailed expressions). In panels (f) and (g),
two odd local loops are present in the network, and the SS-space can no longer be represented by purely superhexagon-localized
SS-states. However, a (maximally) localized representation does exist, where an SS-state runs over the superhexagons along
the shortest path between the two odd local loops. In panel (h), there is only one incompatible superhexagon; all SS-states are
localized within distinct superhexagons.

system A transforms into an incompatible system B
(see e.g. Fig. 5a,b). Secondly, process II converts an
incompatible system B into a distinct incompatible
system C (see e.g. Fig. 5b,c), and lastly, process III
converts a compatible system A into a compatible system
A0 . Process III can only occur for specific supertriangle
rotations at the edge of a metamaterial, and is trivial
from the perspective of the mechanical response; we do
not consider it further here (see Appendix B for details).
In process I, we start from a compatible system A, then
remove a bond labelled r to obtain the intermediate
system AB, and then add bond labelled p to obtain
the incompatible system B. In process II, we start
from an incompatible system B, then remove a bond labelled r to obtain the intermediate system BC, and then
add bond labelled p to obtain the incompatible system C.

Now that we have broken down possible structural
changes into a precise sequence of removing and adding
bonds, we can determine how the dimension of the SSand LB-space changes in each transformation step, using
constraint counting (see Sec. IV). First of all, in process
I, step A → AB removes one SS-state, while the number
of LB-states remains constant. Step AB → B leaves
the SS-states unaffected, while the number of LB-states
increases by one. Secondly, in process II, step B → BC
removes one SS-state, while the number of LB-states
remains constant. Step BC → C adds one SS-state,
while the number of LB-states remains constant.
Crucially, changes to the dimensionality of the SSand LB-spaces do not capture their full reconfiguration.
As an example, consider step A → AB, where bond r is
removed from network A: while the number of LB-states
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A
FIG. 6. We identify the unique state of self stress (SS-state) τ̄ˆ r that is modified under a supertriangle rotation in an initially
compatible network A. (a) We transform the network by rotating a certain building block (yellow triangle), such that bond r
(zoom-in) is removed from the network. Bottom: the Nb -dimensional space of bond stress states is schematically represented
as a space consisting of LB-states (blue, represented as a one-dimensional line) and SS-states (pink). (b) Only the two loop
SS-states τ1A and τ2A with a nonzero stress on bond r need to be considered. Bottom: the non-orthogonal SS-states τ1A and
τ2A lie in the SS-space plane (pink vectors), while the stress vector r̂ (purple vector), with nonzero stress on bond r, overlaps
with both SS-space and LB-space (dashed lines). Both SS-states overlap with r̂. (c) The two SS-states are recombined to yield
A
the vectors τ1A and τ12
, so that τ1A is the only SS-state with nonzero stress on bond rA . Bottom: the SS-states are recombined
A
so that τ12
is orthogonal to r̂, and only τ1A overlaps with r̂. (d) The two SS-states are orthogonalized with respect to all
A
A
other (superhexagon-localized) SS-states via a Gram-Schmidt process. Two SS-states τ̄ˆ r and τ̄ˆ zr1 are obtained, such that
A
only the former has nonzero stress on bond r. Thus, τ̄ˆ r is lost after the supertriangle rotation that removes bond r. Bottom:
A
orthogonalization produces the SS-state τ̄ˆ r , orthogonal to all LB-states and the remaining SS-states, and uniquely overlapping
with r̂.

remains constant, the removal of bond r induces changes
to the structure of these states. After all, LB-states
may have a finite stress on bond r in network A, but
LB-states of network AB must have zero stress on the
nonexistent bond r.
In order to fully capture changes in the SS- and LBspaces, we must construct appropriate bases for them,
to make their evolution tractable. As the SS-states are
easier to identify than the LB-states in our particular
metamaterials, we construct an orthonormal basis for
the SS-space of our metamaterials, such that removing
a bond b will affect at most one basis vector. This basis
consists of (i) at most one SS-state vector that has a
finite stress on bond b, which is modified under removal
of bond b, and (ii) all other basis vectors that have zero
stress on bond b [42].
The two subspaces (i)-(ii) are mutually orthogonal;
moreover, the LB-space is orthogonal and complemen-

tary to the SS-space. Hence, changes in the subspace (i)
directly affect the LB-space. The LB-space ultimately
determines the metamaterial’s response under external
loading. However, as we discussed at the end of Sec. II,
the stress response difference between two networks
related by a single supertriangle rotation is determined
by their mutually exclusive SS-states. Thus, the evolution of the SS-space suffices to capture the evolution of
the metamaterial’s response, as a detailed derivation in
Appendices B–D confirms.
In the following, we therefore first describe how to construct all SS-states in compatible and incompatible metamaterials as linear combinations of radial and loop SSstates in Sec. VI A. We consider process I in Sec. VI B,
identifying the changes to the SS-space, and process II
in Sec. VI C, again determining changes to the SS-space.
Ultimately, we establish that the evolution of SS-space
under supertriangle rotations is limited to a small and
predictable span of stress vectors. We close this section
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with a discussion in Sec. VI D of the mechanical consequences of these SS-space changes due to supertriangle
rotations.

A.

Constructing the states of self stress

As shown in Sec. IV, the SS-space of any compatible
metamaterial is spanned by superhexagon-localized
radial and loop SS-states (see Fig. 4b). Together, the
superhexagon-localized states form a complete, nonorthogonal basis of the material’s SS-space. However,
a different approach is needed to identify a complete
basis of the SS-space for incompatible metamaterials:
as we will show below, in frustrated systems, some SSstates cannot be represented as superhexagon-localized
states, but must be delocalized. Here, we present an
iterative approach to construct a basis of SS-space for
any metamaterial—compatible or not—and show that
all delocalized SS-states can be constructed as linear
combinations of radial and loop SS-states.
We illustrate our approach by constructing a basis of
the SS-space in the four architecturally related networks
presented in Fig. 5a-d, with network A containing
no defect, B a structural defect, C two topological
defects, and D a single topological defect, as a specific demonstration of our general strategy. Figure 5e
shows the three highlighted compatible superhexagons,
numbered 1, 2 and 3 in the compatible network A,
that are modified during the network transformations.
The three superhexagons support three radial SS-states
(see Fig. 4b above), not shown here for brevity. As
the network transformations considered here leave the
scaffold of edge bonds intact, the H radial SS-states
remain, irrespective of the number of supertriangle
rotations. We focus on the loop SS-states that are
localized in these three superhexagons, which we will
denote τ1A , τ2A , and τ3A , and which are shown in
Figure 5e. Rotating a supertriangle in network A that is
part of both superhexagons 1 and 2 removes one bond,
r (Fig. 5a,b). This rotation also lowers the number of
SS-states by one. First, we note that τ3A does not induce
a stress on bond r, so that this SS-state is retained in
network B. However, τ1A and τ2A do include a stress
on bond r: hence, they cannot be SS-states of network
B. We construct a new SS-state for network B as a
linear combination of τ1A and τ2A that leaves bond r
B
unstressed: τ12
= τ1A + τ2A (see Fig. 5f)). Here we
use the subscript 12 to indicate that this SS-state is
delocalized: it is contained within the two incompatible
superhexagons 1 and 2. All other SS-states in network
A, similar to τ3B = τ3A , are retained in network B.
A second supertriangle rotation in network B produces
two separated topological defects in network C (Fig. 5c),
but does not change the number of SS-states. Since a
distinct bond r is now removed during the supertriangle

B
rotation, and both τ12
and τ3B produce a finite stress on
bond r, these two SS-states cannot persist in the network.
By a similar superposition as above, we obtain a new SSC
B
state τ123
= τ12
+τ3B . This SS-state spans the connecting
C
path between the two odd loops, since τ123
= τ1A + τ2A +
τ3B . However, to maintain the overall number of SSstates, a new SS-state is also formed: the supertriangle
rotation makes superhexagon 2 compatible, resulting in
the appearance of the localized loop SS-state τ2C (see
Fig. 5f). In general, in a network denoted X, the two
SS-states τiX and τjX —with nonzero stress on the bond
r that is removed due to a supertriangle rotation—are
recombined to form a new SS-state τijX+1 . This SS-state
is found via the equation

τijX+1 = τiX −

τiX · r̂ X
τ ,
τjX · r̂ j

(4)

where r̂ is a bond stress vector with unity value on bond
r, and zero value on all other network bonds.
Finally, rotating a last supertriangle in network C
produces network D that contains a single topological
defect; the number of SS-states remains the same. The
C
delocalized state τ123
, with its nonzero stress on the
removed bond r, is no longer an SS-state; however, the
loop SS-state τ2C is retained, and a new loop SS-state
τ3D arises in the newly formed compatible superhexagon
(see Fig. 5h). Note that the SS-states of network D, with
its single incompatible superhexagon, can be identified
directly. Since this network is incompatible, it has
2H − 1 SS-states; H of these are radial SS-states that
are localized in all superhexagons, and H − 1 SS-states
are localized on the H − 1 compatible superhexagons.
In general, a complete basis of SS-space can be
obtained for any H-superhexagon incompatible metamaterial with Ho > 1 odd loops (see Appendix A) by
constructing the Ho − 1 delocalized SS-states (Sec. IV)
via the steps shown in Fig. 5e-g. Thus, an independent,
yet non-unique and non-orthogonal basis of SS-space can
be constructed in each of our mechanical metamaterials.
This procedure illustrates that in all cases, whether
the metamaterial contains no, one, or more local odd
loops, the SS-space is spanned by a complete basis
consisting of radial SS-states; loop SS-states localized in
compatible superhexagons; and delocalized linear combinations of loop SS-states running between incompatible
superhexagons. Such extended SS-states are reminiscent
of flux lines that connect pairs of defects in artificial
spin-ice models [43].
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FIG. 7.
Evolution of the SS-space under a supertriangle rotation according to process I. (a) A compatible network A is
transformed to an incompatible network B via an intermediate network AB, by first removing bond r and then adding bond p
A
(insets). (b) For network A, we construct orthogonal bases for the SS-space that contain the states {τ̄ˆ zr } that have zero stress
on bond r and that remain in the SS-spaces of network AB as well as B. The full basis of network A additionally contains
A
an SS-state τ̄ˆ r that is removed during the architectural transformation (see text). Black square signifies orthogonality, and
arrows with numbers indicate changes in the dimensions of the SS-space.

perform a sequential Gram-Schmidt process (GS) on the
ordered set (left to right) of SS-states to orthonormalize
the basis:

B. Process I: supertriangle rotation from a
compatible to an incompatible geometry

Now that we are able to construct bases of the
SS-spaces of our metamaterials, we are in a position
to understand how the SS-spaces change under architectural transformations, beginning with process I that
converts a compatible to an incompatible metamaterial.
(i) We first construct a suitable orthogonal basis for
the SS-space for a compatible network A. Our goal is
to identify the unique SS-state in network A, τ̄rA , that
has a finite stress on bond r and that therefore is not
present in network AB; and to construct the set of
A
} that have zero
2H − 1 orthonormal basis vectors {τ̄zr
stress on bond r, are perpendicular to τ̄rA , and remain
present in network AB. Here, the symbol τ indicates an
SS-state; the superscript A indicates the network; and
the subscripts r or zr indicate whether the vector has
nonzero or zero stress on bond r, respectively.
A
We construct τ̄rA and {τ̄zr
} as follows, as shown in
Fig. 6. First, as bond r is shared between exactly two
even local loops in A (Fig. 6a), there are two unique loop
SS-states τ1A and τ2A with nonzero stress on r (Fig. 6b),
and 2H−2 loop SS-states {τiA }2H−2
with zero stress on r.
i=3
We construct an additional SS-state with zero stress on
r by taking a linear combination of τ1A and τ2A (Fig. 6c):
A
τ12
= τ1A −

τ1A
τ2A

· r̂ A
τ ,
· r̂ 2

A

A

A
A
{{τ̄ˆ zr }, τ̄ˆ r } = GS[{{τiA }2H
i=3 , τ12 , τ1 }] ,

(6)

where the bar and hat in τ̄ˆ indicate orthogonality and
normality respectively. The first two SS-states of the
basis are illustrated in Fig. 6d. Going from network A
to AB by removing bond r removes one SS-state, which
A
A
must be τ̄ˆ r (Fig. 6d), while the remaining {τ̄ˆ zr } span
the SS-space of network AB. Going from network AB
to B by adding bond p leaves the SS-space unaffected.
For completeness, the evolution of the complementary
LB-space is presented in Appendix B via a similar
strategy.
In summary, when a compatible metamaterial A is
converted to an incompatible architecture B according
to process I, the evolution of the SS-space is simple once
an appropriate basis is constructed. The SS-spaces of
architecturally related networks A and B are identical
A
up to the SS-state τ̄ˆ r , present in network A, but not in
B, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 7.

C. Process II: supertriangle rotation from an
incompatible to another incompatible geometry

(5)

where r̂ is the unit bond stress vector with unity value
on bond r, and zero stress elsewhere. The SS-state τ1A
is, by construction, the only state in our SS-space basis
A
{τ1A , τ12
, {τiA }2H
i=3 } with nonzero stress on r. We now

We now discuss the stress space changes of process II, converting an incompatible network B to an
intermediate network BC and finally to a distinct
incompatible network C, as shown in Fig. 8a. There are
two calculations necessary to understand process II, and
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FIG. 8. Evolution of the SS-space under a supertriangle rotation according to process II. (a) An incompatible network B is
transformed to an incompatible network C via an intermediate network BC, by first removing bond r and then adding bond
B
p (insets). (b) For network B, we construct orthogonal bases for the SS-space that contain the states {τ̄ˆ zr } that remain in
the SS-space of network BC as well as in that of C. The full bases of networks B and C additionally contain the respective
B
C
SS-states τ̄ˆ r and τ̄ˆ r that are removed and added during the architectural transformation (see text). Black squares signify
orthogonality, and arrows with numbers indicate changes in the dimensions of the SS-space.

they are shown schematically in Fig. 8b. With minor
modifications, these calculations follow the strategy
developed for process I above. We again denote the
removed and added bonds by r and p, although we note
that these refer to different bonds than in process I.
(i) We construct an orthogonal basis for the SS-space
of the incompatible network B by identifying its unique
B
SS-state, τ̄ˆ r , that has a finite stress on bond r (and
is thus not present in network BC), and constructing
B
the remaining set of orthogonal basis vectors {τ̄ˆ zr } that
have zero stress on bond r (and thus remain present
in network BC). To do this, we use the same method
as for process I, step (i) above: we first construct
B
B
τ12
, create a basis {τ1B , τ12
, {τiB }2H
i=3 }, and perform a
sequential Gram-Schmidt process (Eq. (6)) to obtain the
B
B
orthogonal basis {{τ̄ˆ zr }, τ̄ˆ r }. Going from network B
B
to BC by removing bond r, the SS-state τ̄ˆ r is removed
from the SS-space (see Fig. 8b, left).
(ii) To go from network BC to network C, we add
bond p, which increases the dimension of the SS-space
by one. To construct a basis for the new SS-space, we
use an inverse procedure and start from network C, constructing a basis suitable for removing bond p to obtain
network BC. We use the same procedure as in step
C
C
(i) above, and we readily obtain a basis {{τ̄ˆ zp }, τ̄ˆ p }.
Noting that removing bond p from network C and
removing bond r from network B produces the same
C
B
network BC, it trivially follows that {τ̄ˆ zp } = {τ̄ˆ zr }.
Hence, the step from network BC to C simply adds the
C
basis vector τ̄ˆ p to the SS-space (see Fig. 8b, right).
For completeness, the evolution of the complementary

LB-space is presented in Appendix B following a similar
set of calculations.
Together, steps (i) and (ii) describe the evolution of
the SS-space for process II, converting an incompatible
network B to a second, distinct incompatible network C.
The SS-spaces of architecturally related networks B and
B
C are identical up to the SS-state τ̄ˆ r , present in network
C
B, but not in C; and the SS-state τ̄ˆ p , present in network
C, but not in B.

D.

Mechanical interpretation and consequences

The above results show how the SS-space changes
under a supertriangle rotation. Specifically, we constructed the mutually exclusive SS-states of two
architecturally related networks. There is one such
SS-state for a network pair where the dimension of the
LB-space changes (process I), two such SS-states for
networks where the dimension of the LB-space does not
change (process II), and no such SS-states for process III.
Due to the linear-algebraic structure of our model,
we have argued that the SS-space evolution between
two architecturally related metamaterials governs their
difference in stress response.
After all, the stress
response of both metamaterials must be perpendicular
to their respective SS-spaces. This enables us to answer
the following question: when two metamaterials with
distinct architectures are subjected to the same external
nodal load f , what is the difference ∆σ in their stress
response?
We show an explicit example for the three network
pairs A − B and B − C in Fig. 9a–b, corresponding to
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FIG. 9. Examples of the reconfiguration of a metamaterial’s SS-states under a sequence of supertriangle rotations, shown
for network pairs A–B, B–C, and C–D. (a) A compatible network A (left) is transformed to exhibit a structural defect in
network B (right) by rotating a supertriangle, effectively removing bond r and adding bond p (inset). Local loops whose
A
parity is modified are indicated cf. Fig. 4. The unique SS-state τ̄ˆ 1 with nonzero stress on bond r that is not an SS-state of
network B is shown. (b) Network B is transformed into network C, which contains two topological defects. The evolution of
B
C
the SS-space is set by the two mutually exclusive SS-states τ̄ˆ r and τ̄ˆ p . (c) Network C is converted to network D containing
C
D
a single topological defect. The SS-space is modified such that only the two SS-states τ̄ˆ r and τ̄ˆ p are not shared by the two
networks. (d) The stress response difference ∆σ between networks A and D under identical loading is a linear combination of
A
the five mutually exclusive SS-states. ∆σ is calculated for all independent normal mode loads fni
of network A (see text), as
well as the load illustrated in Fig. 1b. The overlap of the normalized stress difference with the five SS-states is shown; it has
no component outside of their span.

processes I and II respectively. The figure illustrates the
SS-states that mutate under architectural transformations. When network A is transformed into network B,
the only difference between the two respective SS-spaces
A
is the SS-state τ̄ˆ r (Fig. 9a, bottom). Thus, the stress
difference between networks A and B under identical
A
supported loading is parallel to τ̄ˆ r . To show this
precisely, some linear algebra is necessary; details are
shown in Appendix C. With this result, we can understand the localization of the stress response difference

between networks A and B, introduced in Fig. 1a: the
localization of the stress response difference is due to
A
the localization of the SS-state τ̄ˆ r around the removed
bond r.
Similarly, the stress response difference between the
networks B and C, related via process II, is spanned by
B
C
the changed SS-states τ̄ˆ r and τ̄ˆ p (Fig. 9b, bottom; see
Appendix C for details).
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As a consequence, we can make an inductive statement about the stress response difference between a
pair of networks related by multiple, consecutive block
rotations, such as the network pair A − D shown in
Fig. 1b. The stress response difference between the two
networks must be limited to the span of SS-states that
have changed during the sequential transformations.
The network with a topological defect (D) is related to
the compatible network (A) by a minimal number of
three architectural transformations, shown in Fig. 9a–c,
that correspond to processes I, II, and II respectively.
As a consequence, the stress response difference between networks A and D should be contained in a
five-dimensional stress subspace of changed SS-states
(Fig. 9a–c, bottom). To confirm this, we calculate the
stress response difference between networks A and D
under all Nb − NSS independent supported loads of
network A. We choose the independent supported loads
A
to be the supported normal loads fni
(i.e. left singular
vectors with nonzero singular values of the kinematic
matrix of network A). The overlap of the resulting
ˆ with the five
normalized stress response differences ∆σ
normalized SS-states is shown in Fig. 9d. The data
demonstrate that the stress response difference is a
linear combination of only the five mutually exclusive
SS-states for any applied load, with zero projection on
any other stress states. Results are also shown for the
particular stress response difference under the loading
illustrated in Fig. 1b (right). Thus, the stress response
difference shown in Fig. 9d is confirmed to be a linear
combination of the five SS-states, each of which is
concentrated in a different part of the network. Since
the stress response difference is a linear combination of
mutated SS-states with different localizations, the total
stress response difference is diffuse.

VII. RE-STEERING A STRESS RESPONSE
WITH ARCHITECTURAL TRANSFORMATIONS

In this section, we show that our understanding of SSspace modifications during architectural transformations
allows us to explain how the inclusion of a topological
defects affects the stress response field of a metamaterial.
In previous work, we have shown that metamaterials
containing a single topological defect show unusual
stress-localizing behaviour when compared to a compatible metamaterial [19]. Specifically, consider a compatible
network; an example of a large compatible network containing 95 superhexagons is shown in Fig. 10. We pick
two supertriangles at the left top and bottom corners
for actuation. To make sure that we have a supported
load, and for simplicity, we force both supertriangles
with load dipoles that actuate their local FM, but that
is not compatible with the network’s global FM and is
therefore a supported load. Under this driving, stresses

are concentrated along the leftmost sample edge, running along the shortest path between the two actuation
points (Fig. 10a). When the metamaterial undergoes a
particular sequence of supertriangle rotations to generate
a topological defect that progressively moves from left to
right through the system, the same loading conditions
produce a stress field that runs along the rightmost edge
of the network instead (Fig. 10b). The differential stress
response is concentrated on the right side of the system
(Fig. 10c). Based on the evolution of SS-space during
each supertriangle rotation, we can understand why this
unusual stress-localizing behaviour takes place.
Starting from the compatible structure, we rotate
a supertriangle at the leftmost edge to locally create
a topological defect. This removes a SS-state at the
leftmost edge of the system (Fig. 10d, left). The
particular removed SS-state is structured so that the
stress response of the new network is reduced at the
left and increased to the right of the newly created
topological defect. In the next transformation step, we
shift the topological defect to the right by rotating a
supertriangle on the right side of the topological defect.
This transformation locally modifies the SS-states,
which are again configured such that the stress response
is decreased to the left and increased to the right, so
that stresses are steered along the right edge of the
topological defect. Repeating this process leads to the
path of highest stress concentration to be pushed farther
and farther towards the right side of the system, ahead
of the direction of ‘motion’ of the topological defect
(Fig. 10d, middle). Finally, after the transformation
sequence is complete, the topological defect is located
at the rightmost side of the network; the stress field
runs between the two actuation points around the defect
along the right edge, leaving the left edge with a lowered
stress response (Fig. 10d, right). SS-states that are
modified during such transformations fully determine
the difference in stress response under an equal applied
load.

VIII.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In previous work, SS-states have been used to design
localized mechanical responses in materials with a
topologically nontrivial band structure [44–48], or to
investigate the structure and mechanical response of
mechanical networks [6, 42, 49] and jammed particle
packings [26–29, 34, 50–54]. In contrast, here we have
worked out in detail how architectural transformations
govern the evolution of the SS-states, LB-states, and
mechanical response of a complex mechanical metamaterial [19].
In particular, we started from a linear-algebraic
description of network mechanics, which dictates that
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FIG. 10. (a) An initially compatible metamaterial under loading at the network’s leftmost corners (arrows, length multiplied
by a factor 100 for clarity) concentrates stresses σ i (colours) along the shortest path between the two probing points. Nine
sequential supertriangle rotations (yellow triangles) introduce a topological defect from the left boundary and guide it to the
right. (b) Once the topological defect has been moved to the right boundary, the stress field σ f is diverted to run between
the two probing points and along the right side of the topological defect (odd local loop highlighted with red infill). (c)
The differential stress response ∆σ of the two networks is such that stresses on the left of the system are decreased, while
stresses on the right increase. ∆σ is a linear combination of the 17 SS-states that have changed during the nine sequential
architectural transformations. (d) The stress response and stepwise stress response difference for the first three intermediate
steps is shown. Intermediate stress response difference are linear combinations of SS-states that are quasilocalized near the
rotated supertriangles. The SS-states produce a typical stress re-steering that affects stress magnitudes near the moving
topological defect: stresses to the left are decreased, while stresses on the right increase.

the stress difference of architecturally related networks
under identical loading is governed by the networks’
differing SS-spaces. It should be noted here that this
result holds not only for the metamaterial architectures
presented in this work, but for any network material
whose architecture is transformed by removing a bond,
and then adding a bond at another position: under identical supported loads, the response difference between
the two architecturally related networks is governed by
their mutually exclusive SS-states.

that can introduce (topological) defects into formerly
compatible designs [19]. These rotations were shown to
lead to distortions of the SS-space that we calculated
explicitly. In turn, since changes in the SS-space govern
the evolution of the metamaterial’s stress response under
externally applied loads, we were able to explicitly calculate how the response of a metamaterial evolves under
architectural transformations. Finally, we demonstrated
how these insights clarify how topological defects steer
stress fields.

For the specific family of metamaterials considered
here, closed-form SS-states spanning the full SS-space
were constructed straightforwardly, due to the regular
geometry of the metamaterial building block. We then
considered rotations of a single triangular building
block as the fundamental architectural transformations

While our approach helps understand the steering of
stresses in the particular case of a moving topological
defect, designing a target stress response with an inverse
procedure is more complex. Suppose, for example,
that we aim to construct a sequence of architectural
transformations to generate a given target stress re-
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sponse, starting from a particular metamaterial design
and loading conditions. In general, this requires an
in-depth analysis of the evolution of the SS-states to
ensure their cumulative contribution leads to the desired
stress response. Nevertheless, our approach suggests a
systematic pathway to do so. Moreover, metamaterial
designs may be constructed where the SS-states are a
priori known or more easy to construct, simplifying the
practical implementation of our approach to design the
(differential) stress response of complex metamaterials.
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Appendix A: Constructing delocalized SS-states

Appendix B: Evolution of LB-spaces under
architectural transformations

We show how to construct the Ho − 1 delocalized
SS-states for any H-superhexagon metamaterial with
Ho > 1 odd local loops. We consider the schematic
shown in Fig. S1, which illustrates how delocalized
SS-states can be constructed iteratively. The network
shown contains Ho = 5 odd local loops (numbered 1-5)
that contains Ho −1 = 4 delocalized SS-states (Fig. S1a).

In Sec. VI, we discussed the evolution of a metamaterial’s stress space (consisting of the SS- and complementary LB-space) under architectural transformations.
We demonstrated that the evolution of the SS-space is
limited to one, two, or no changing SS-states for distinct
types of supertriangle rotations, denoted process I, process II, and process III, respectively. Here, we derive the
concomitant evolution of the metamaterial’s LB-space for
all three processes.

We first show how to create a delocalized SS-state
running between a pair of two odd local loops (numbered
1, 2). We start by identifying a small subsection of
the network to construct the SS-state in, consisting
of the two incompatible superhexagons containing the
odd local loops, and an arbitrary string of compatible
superhexagons that connects the pair (Fig. S1a, orange
infill). We then transform this metamaterial strip into a
compatible structure—in which all SS-states are known
exactly—via a series of supertriangle rotations (Fig. S1b,
yellow triangles, arrows) that sequentially flip the parity
of the local loops. We are left with a compatible structure in which all loop and radial SS-states are found
by inspection (Fig. S1c, radial SS-states not shown for
clarity). As explained in Fig. 5e-g, these loop SS-states
may then be recombined via sequential application of
Eq. (4) under inversion of the applied supertriangle
rotations, analogous to the construction discussed in
Sec. VI A. The linear combination of loop SS-states thus
produces a delocalized SS-state of the metamaterial strip
with the two odd local loops 1 and 2 (Fig. S1d, arrows).

In a metamaterial with Ho odd loops, we can find
Ho − 1 independent delocalized states using the above
procedure. Independence is ensured by selecting Ho − 1
independent pairs of incompatible superhexagons (such
that each is selected at least once), with strings of
compatible superhexagons running between them. Figure S1e demonstrates the three remaining delocalized
SS-states found between defect pairs (2, 3), (3, 4), and
(4, 5) in our example.

It should be noted that the delocalized states are not
unique: their shape depends on the path between each
defect pair, and the choice of supertriangle rotations.
However, the space spanned by the resulting basis of SSstates does not depend on the path choice. In particular,
this procedure renders an independent, non-orthogonal
set of Ho − 1 delocalized SS-states. Together with the
known radial and loop SS-states, which are identified by
inspection, a complete and independent basis of SS-space
can be found for our metamaterials with any defect configuration.

1.

Process I: compatible to incompatible
metamaterial

We now describe the evolution of the LB-space when
a compatible network A is transformed into an incompatible network B; this evolution is shown schematically
in Fig. S2a. The architectural transformation occurs
via a supertriangle rotation that removes a bond r and
adds a bond p (see Fig. 7a). The LB-space evolution is
closely related to the evolution of the SS-space discussed
in Sec. VI B (see Fig. 7b), and involves three separate
calculations (i)-(iii) below.
(i) We aim to construct a basis for the LB-space of
ˆA
network A that consists of one LB-state, σ̄
r , that has a
finite stress on bond r, and a remaining set of orthogonal
ˆA
vectors {σ̄
zr } that have zero stress om bond r (Fig. 7c,
ˆA
left). Under removal of bond r, only the LB-state σ̄
r
ˆA
}
is
unaffected
by
will be modified. Since the set {σ̄
zr
removing r and adding p, we do not need to construct
ˆA
it explicitly, and focus on identifying σ̄
r instead. To
construct this unique LB-state with nonzero stress on
bond r, note that the stress state r̂ must be a linear
A
ˆA
combination of the SS-state τ̄ˆ r (see Sec. VI B) and σ̄
r —
the only two stress states with nonzero stress on r—and
A
ˆA
since τ̄ˆ r and σ̄
r are perpendicular, we find
ˆA
ˆA
σ̄
r ∝ Rej(r̂, τ̄ r ) ,

(B1)

as shown in Fig. S2a, left. Here, we define the vector rejection Rej( ) to be the complement of vector projection:
Proj(u, v) = u·v
v·v v and u = Proj(u, v) + Rej(u, v), so
that Rej(u, v) := u − u·v
v·v v.
(ii) When bond r is removed from network A, the LBˆA
ˆA
state σ̄
r must disappear; the LB-states {σ̄ zr } remain.
However, as the number of LB-states in AB is the same
as in network A (see above), the intermediate network
ˆ AB
AB must contain a new LB-state, σ̄
zr , with zero stress
on bond r. This state must be perpendicular to the SSA
ˆA
space spanned by {τ̄ˆ zr }, and to the LB-states {σ̄
zr }.
ˆ AB
However, σ̄
does
not
need
to
be
perpendicular
to
the
zr
A
AB
ˆ
ˆ
state τ̄ r , so that we can construct σ̄ zr from the states
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FIG. S1. (a) An incompatible metamaterial architecture containing Ho = 5 odd local loops (numbers 1-5, red bold lines) and
H − H0 = 72 even ones (black bold lines). The metamaterial contains Ho − 1 = 4 delocalized SS-states, which are constructed
on metamaterial paths connecting four independent pairs of incompatible hexagons (infills in orange, 1-2; yellow, 2-3; green,
3-4; and blue, 4-5). (b) The incompatible metamaterial strip between superhexagons 1,2 is made compatible by sequential
supertriangle rotations (yellow triangles, arrows) that change the parity of local loops. (c) The compatible metamaterial’s
SS-states are spanned by radial (not shown) and loop SS-states (colour bar). (d) The loop SS-states are recombined into a
delocalized SS-state of the incompatible metamaterial strip using Eq. (4) (arrows), yielding a delocalized SS-state between the
incompatible superhexagons 1 and 2. (e) With the procedure demonstrated in b—d, the other three delocalized SS-states are
constructed between the remaining pairs of odd local loops.
A
τ̄ˆ r and r̂:

2.

ˆA
ˆ AB
σ̄
zr ∝ Rej(τ̄ r , r̂) ,

(B2)

as shown in Fig. S2a, middle.
(iii) Finally, when network AB evolves to network
ˆB
B by adding bond p, a new LB-state σ̄
p must appear. The new LB-state is perpendicular to both the
A
SS-space spanned by {τ̄ˆ zr } as well as the LB-space
ˆA
ˆ AB
spanned by {{σ̄
zr }, σ̄ zr }, and has a finite stress
on bond p. It is easy to check that the stress state p̂
ˆB
uniquely satisfies these criteria: σ̄
p = p̂ (Fig. S2a, right).
In summary, as we illustrate in Fig. S2a and Fig. 7,
the stress spaces of architecturally related networks A
and B are identical up to the following four independent
A
vectors: the SS-state τ̄ˆ r , present in network A, but not
in B; the LB-state p̂, present in B but not in A; and the
ˆA
LB-state σ̄
r in network A that changes to the LB-state
ˆ AB
σ̄
in
network
B. These four independent vectors are
zr
A
spanned by the set {τ̄ˆ r , r̂, p̂} consisting of the mutated
SS-state and the pure stress vectors on bonds p and r.

Process II: incompatible to incompatible
metamaterial

We now describe the evolution of the LB-space when
an incompatible network B is transformed into a distinct
incompatible network C as shown in Fig. S2b, via a
supertriangle rotation that removes a bond r and adds a
bond p (see Fig. 8a). This evolution is closely related to
the evolution of the SS-space discussed in Sec. VI C (see
Fig. 8b), and involves five separate calculations (i)-(v)
below.
We can construct the LB-spaces of networks B and
C, analogous to step (ii) in process I. This readily yields
ˆB
ˆB
ˆC ˆC
bases (i) {{σ̄
zr }, σ̄ r } and (ii) {{σ̄ zp }, σ̄ p } (Fig. S2b,
ˆB
ˆC
left and right). However, as the sets {σ̄
zr } and {σ̄ zp }
are not the same, the bases are not suitable to compare
the LB-spaces.
(iii) We now construct an appropriate basis for the
ˆ BC
LB-space of network BC, which contains a set {σ̄
zrzp }
that is shared with the LB-spaces of network B and C
(Fig. S2b, middle). First, we can start from the LB-basis
(i), remove bond r, and analogous to step (ii) of process
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FIG. S2. Evolution of the LB-space under a supertriangle rotation according to processes I and II. (a) Process I: a compatible
network A is transformed to an incompatible network B via an intermediate network AB, by first removing bond r and then
ˆA
adding bond p (see Fig. 7). For network A, we construct an orthogonal basis for the LB-space that contains those states {σ̄
zr }
ˆB
that remain in network AB as well as B. The full bases of networks A and B additionally contain a state that is added (σ̄
p )
ˆA
ˆ AB
and a state that is modified (σ̄
r to σ̄ zr ) during the architectural transformation; for details on the execution of steps (i)-(iii),
see text. (b)Process II: an incompatible network B is transformed to an incompatible network C via an intermediate network
BC, by first removing bond r and then adding bond p (see Fig. 8). For network B (P ), we construct an orthogonal basis for
ˆB
ˆC
ˆB ˆC
the LB-space that contains states {σ̄
zr } ({σ̄ zp }) without stress on r (p), and σ̄ r (σ̄ p ) with finite stress there. We construct
a suitable basis of LB-space for the intermediate network BC (with no stress on p or r) via an orthogonalization procedure,
ˆ BC
ˆ BC ˆ BC
which produces LB-states {σ̄
zrzp } that are shared with networks B and C, and states σ̄ zp , σ̄ zr that are modified to states
B
C
ˆ zp and σ̄
ˆ zr in networks B and C respectively. For details on the execution of steps (i)-(v), see text. Black squares signify
σ̄
orthogonality, and arrows with numbers indicate changes in the dimensions of the LB-space.

ˆ BC
ˆB
I, obtain a basis {{σ̄
zr }, σ̄ zr }. Second, starting from
the LB-basis (ii) and removing bond p we obtain a basis
ˆC
ˆ BC
{{σ̄
zp }, σ̄ zp }. These two bases both span the LB-space
of network BC. We now use this to construct the apˆ BC
ˆ BC ˆ BC
propriate basis of the LB-space, {σ̄
zp , σ̄ zr , {σ̄ zpzr }},
ˆ BC
so that the set {σ̄
zpzr } is shared with the LB-spaces of
network B and C. We first perform a Gram-Schmidt
ˆ BC
ˆ BC ˆ B
process on the ordered set {σ̄
zp , σ̄ zr , {σ̄ zr }}, and then
ˆ BC
define {σ̄
zpzr } as the last Nb − 2H − 1 vectors of the
resulting orthonormal basis. To facilitate comparison
with networks B and C, we obtain a full LB-space basis
ˆ BC
ˆ BC
of network BC by adding the vectors σ̄
zp and σ̄ zr , so
that all but the first two basis vectors are orthogonal.

We now obtain appropriate bases for the LB-spaces of
networks B and C as follows (see Fig. S2b, left and right).

(iv) We construct a basis for the LB-space of network
B by ensuring the orthogonality of the LB-space basis of
ˆ BC
ˆ BC ˆ BC
network BC, {σ̄
zp , σ̄ zr , {σ̄ zpzr }}, with the SS-space
of network B. We do this by rejecting each vector on
B
the SS-state τ̄ˆ r , that is present in network B but not
in BC. This rejection procedure results in an LB-space
ˆB
ˆ B ˆ BC
basis of network B: {σ̄
zp , σ̄ r , {σ̄ zpzr }}.
(v) A similar procedure results in an analogous
ˆC
ˆ C ˆ BC
LB-space basis for network C: {σ̄
zr , σ̄ p , {σ̄ zpzr }}.
In summary, as shown in Fig. S2b and Fig. 8, the stress
spaces of architecturally related networks B and C are
B
identical up to the following vectors: the SS-state τ̄ˆ r ,
C
present in network B, but not in C; the SS-state τ̄ˆ p ,
present in network C, but not in B (see Sec. VI C); the
ˆB
LB-state σ̄
r in network B that changes to the LB-state
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ˆC
ˆC
σ̄
zr in network C; and the LB-state σ̄ p in network C that
ˆB
changes to the LB-state σ̄
zp in network B. These four inB
C
dependent vectors are spanned by the set {τ̄ˆ r , τ̄ˆ p , r̂, p̂}
consisting of the mutated SS-states and the pure stress
vectors on bonds p and r.

3.

Process III: compatible to compatible
metamaterial

A compatible network A may be transformed to a
distinct compatible network A0 by some supertriangle
rotations that remove a bond r and add a bond p. Only
supertriangle rotations at the system’s edge that do not
change the parity of any local loops (see Sec. V) can
generate such a network pair. By construction, these
special architectural transformations do not change
the shape of any local loops, and thus do not affect
the SS-space (see Sec. VI A). As a consequence, under
an externally applied load that is supported by both
networks A and A0 , the stress response of both networks
must be identical. Since only the bonds r and p differ
between the two networks, the stress spaces of networks
A and A0 are identical up to the following vectors: the
0
ˆA
LB-state σ̄
r = r̂, present in network A but not in A ,
A0
ˆ p = p̂, present in A0 but not in
and the LB-state σ̄
A. Since the stress response to external loading that
is supported by both networks must be identical, the
LB-states r̂ and p̂ will therefore not contribute to the
network’s mutual supported stress responses: the bonds
r and p remain unstressed.

Appendix C: Mechanical interpretation of evolving
LB-states

Having discussed the evolution of LB-space under
supertriangle rotations in Appendix B, we now present
the mechanical interpretation of the mutated LB-states.
We show here that the few stress states that are
added, removed, or modified in processes I and II
(Secs. VI B and VI C) correspond to the metamaterials’
stress response to well-defined external nodal loads. In
particular, we show below that all mutated LB-states
correspond to nodal load dipoles along the two bonds
r, p that are mutually exclusive between the postand pre-transformation networks. A nodal load dipole
generates equal and opposite forces at two nodes, and
is oriented along the connecting line between the two
nodes. The mutating LB-states either generate a large
stress on a single bond and a diffuse field around it,
or an extended stress field around a missing bond, as
illustrated in Fig. S3.
We first consider the stress response evolution of process I, when a compatible material A is transformed into

an incompatible material B (Fig. S3a). During this transformation, the LB-state σ̄rA of network A changes. The
physical interpretation of this stress state is as follows.
A
The state σ̄rA is a linear combination of the SS-state τ̄ˆ r
and the unit bond stress r̂, such that the final LB-state
is orthogonal to the SS-state (Eq. (B1)). The unit bond
stress
corresponds via Hooke’s law to a nodal load dipole
√
2fˆr : that is, the two nodes connected by bond r undergo an equal and opposite
force, extending the bond
√
(here, the prefactor 2 is a consequence of normalization). The SS-state, by definition, generates no nodal
A
loads. Thus, the stress state
√ σ̄r in network A must map
to the nodal load state 2fˆr :
√
A
A
σ̄rA = r̂ − (r̂ · τ̄ˆ r )τ̄ˆ r ↔ 2fˆr
(C1)
In network B, the LB-state σ̄rA is replaced by a new LBA
AB
state σ̄zr
. It is a linear combination of the SS-state τ̄ˆ r
and the unit bond stress r̂ such that any stress on r is
cancelled out (see Eq. (B2)). Here,
√ again, the unit bond
stress r̂ maps to the nodal load 2fˆr , while the SS-state
A
τ̄ˆ r generates no load. Hence, in network B,
AB
σ̄zr
= r̂ −

√
1
A
τ̄ˆ ↔ 2fˆr .
A r
r̂ · τ̄ˆ r

(C2)

ˆB
Lastly, process I introduces a new LB-state σ̄
p = p̂ in
network B. Using the same arguments as above, we√find
that the new LB-state corresponds to a load dipole 2fˆp
along bond p:
√
σ̄pB = p̂ ↔ 2fˆp .
(C3)
This LB-state has
√ no counterpart in network A: there,
the nodal load 2fˆp activates the compatible material’s
floppy mode, and is not supported. The remaining
ˆA
LB-states {σ̄
zr }, that are shared between networks A
and B, are unchanged; they map to identical loads in
both networks. An overview of the mutated LB-states,
and the nodal loads corresponding to the latter, is shown
in Fig. S3a.
Secondly, we treat the stress response evolution of process II, where an incompatible material B is mutated into
an incompatible material C (Fig. S3b). There are two
LB-states that are modified during this transformation:
˜ˆ BC
˜
ˆB
ˆC
ˆ BC
σ̄
r and σ̄zp in network B are changed into σ̄ p and σ̄zr
in network C. Using an analogous argument as for proˆB
cess I,√the LB-state σ̄
r in network B maps to the nodal
ˆ
load 2fr :
√
B
B
σ̄rB = r̂ − (r̂ · τ̄ˆ r )τ̄ˆ r ↔ 2fˆr
(C4)
In intermediate network BC:
BC
σ̄zr
= r̂ −

√
1
B
τ̄ˆ ↔ 2fˆr
B r
r̂ · τ̄ˆ r

(C5)
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FIG. S3. Mechanical interpretation of the LB-states that change under a supertriangle rotation for processes I and II. (a)
ˆA
A compatible network A transforms into an incompatible network B according to process I. One LB-state σ̄
r (colour bar)
√
AB
ˆ
ˆ
changes to σ̄ zr under the transformation; both LB-states map to the same nodal load dipole 2fr along bond r (arrows).
√
ˆB
2fˆp along bond p, which load is not supported in
One LB-state σ̄
p is added in network B: it maps to the nodal load dipole
network A. (b) An incompatible network B transforms into an incompatible network C according to process II. The LB-state
√
ˆB
ˆC
σ̄
2fˆr along bond r (arrows).
r in network B changes to σ̄ zr in network C. Both LB-states map to the same nodal load dipole
C
B
ˆ
ˆ
In addition, the LB-state σ̄ p in network C changes to σ̄ zp in network B. Both LB-states map to the same nodal load dipole
√
2fˆp along bond p (arrows).

and finally in network C:
C
σ̄zr

=

BC ˆ C
Rej(σ̄zr
, τ̄ p )

= r̂ −

C
C
B
B
τ̄ˆ r − (τ̄ˆ r · τ̄ˆ p )τ̄ˆ p

r̂ ·

B
τ̄ˆ r

↔

√

2fˆr

(C6)
ˆC
maps
to
the
nodal
load
Similarly, the LB-state σ̄
p
√
ˆ
2fp in network C:
√
C
C
σ̄pC = p̂ − (p̂ · τ̄ˆ p )τ̄ˆ p ↔ 2fˆp
(C7)
In intermediate network BC:
BC
σ̄zp
= p̂ −

√
1
C
τ̄ˆ ↔ 2fˆp
C p
p̂ · τ̄ˆ p

(C8)

B

This load dipole is not supported in network A0 —it activates the global floppy mode of the system—and there is
no counterpart to the LB-state r̂ in network A0 . Analogously, in network A0 ,
√
p̂ ↔ 2fˆp ,
(C11)
and this LB-state in network A0 , being unsupported by
network A, has no counterpart in the LB-space of A.

and finally in network B:
B
BC ˆ
σ̄zp
= Rej(σ̄zp
, τ̄ r ) = p̂ −

distinct compatible material A0 There are two LB-states
that are modified during this transformation: r̂ and p̂
are mutually exclusive LB-states of networks A and A0
respectively. Using similar arguments as above, the
√ LBstate r̂ in network A maps to the nodal load dipole 2fˆr :
√
r̂ ↔ 2fˆr
(C10)

C
C
B
B
τ̄ˆ p − (τ̄ˆ p · τ̄ˆ r )τ̄ˆ r

p̂ ·

C
τ̄ˆ p

↔

√

2fˆp

(C9)
BC
ˆ
The remaining LB-states {σ̄ zrzp } are unmodified and
map to the same nodal loads in both networks. The
mutated LB-states are illustrated in Fig. S3b.
Lastly, we discuss the stress response evolution for process III, where a compatible material A transforms to a

Appendix D: Derivation of the stress response
difference

With our description of the stress space evolution and
its physical interpretation in Appendices B and C, we are
now in a position to derive exactly how a metamaterial’s
stress response under external loading changes when its
architecture is changed by rotating a supertriangle. In
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particular, we found that the SS-space of two networks
related by a single supertriangle rotation are identical up
to at most two mutually exclusive SS-states. Comparing
two networks, related by a supertriangle rotation, by
calculating their stress response difference ∆σ under
identical supported loads, we will now show that ∆σ is a
linear combination of only those SS-states that have been
changed by the network’s architectural transformation.
In any network, the stress response σ to an arbitrary
supported load f can be written
P as a unique linear combination of LB-states: σ = i=1 (Ci σi ), where the set
{σi } is any linearly independent basis of stress vectors
spanning the LB-space, and the coefficients Ci depend on
the applied load, the material’s geometry, and the choice
of basis. The exact coefficients can be calculated using
the matrix formalism discussed in Sec. II. We use this representation to find an expression for the stress response
difference between two networks, related via process I, II,
or III, under identical supported loads.
We first consider networks A and B, related via process
I. When structure A is subjected to a supported load f —
that is, a load that does not excite the FM of network
A—the stress response σ A is written in a straightforward
way:

between networks A and B:
A
−1 + (r̂ · τ̄ˆ r )2 A
A
τ̄ˆ r ∈ Sp(τ̄ˆ 1 ) .
A
ˆ
r̂ · τ̄ r
(D3)
Eq. (D3) shows that the stress response difference
between the two networks is parallel to the single
A
mutated SS-state τ̄ˆ r . We confirm this finding via
numerical calculations: the stress response difference
between network A with no defect and network B
with a structural defect, illustrated in Fig. 1a (right)
corresponds exactly to the lost state of self stress shown
in Fig. 9b (top), resulting in a differential stress response
that is localized near the defect.

∆σ = σ B − σ A = Cr

A similar procedure allows us to find the stress response difference between two distinct incompatible networks B and C, related via process II. The stress response
of network B may be written as:
σB =

σA =

A



ˆ zr,i + Cr σ̄rA ,
Ci σ̄

(D1)

where we have chosen a basis of LB-space such that the
ˆA
LB-states {σ̄
zr } are shared between the two networks,
and the LB-state σ̄rA is unique to network A (see Appendix B). As discussed in Appendix C, when a supertriangle is rotated in network A to produce network B,
the nodal load dipole generated by the stress state σ̄rA in
AB
network A is supported instead by the stress state σ̄zr
in network B; in addition, the basis of LB-space now
contains an extra LB-state p̂ that maps to a load dipole
along bond p. For network B, the stress response to the
same external loading f is then written as:

σB =

A



AB
ˆ zr,i + Cr σ̄zr
Ci σ̄
+ Cp p̂ .

(D4)

while the stress response of network C is given by:
Nb −2H−1
X 


C
C
ˆ BC
Ci σ̄
zpzr,i + Cr σ̄zr + Cp σ̄p .

(D5)

i=1

i=1

Nb −2H−1
X 


B
B
ˆ BC
Ci σ̄
zpzr,i + Cr σ̄r + Cp σ̄zp ,

i=1

σB =
Nb −2H−1
X 

Nb −2H−1
X 

(D2)

i=1

Comparing Eqs. (D1) and (D2), we note that the LBˆA
states {σ̄
zr,i } are shared between networks A and B, and
map to identical loads, so that the coefficients Ci are
equal. Furthermore, Ca = 0 by necessity, since the load
dipole along bond p excites the FM of network A and
cannot be part of our load f , which must be supported by
AB
both networks. Lastly, the stress field σ̄zr
corresponds
A
to
the
stress
field
σ̄
—both
mapping
to
the
load dipole
r
√
2fˆr —so that the coefficient Cr in both equations is
equal. Using Eqs. (C1-C2) and Eqs. (D1-D2), we find
the following expression for the stress response difference

BC

ˆ zpzr } are shared between networks
Here, the LB-states {σ̄
B
B and C, while the LB-states σ̄rB and σ̄zp
, that map to
√
√
load dipoles 2fˆr and 2fˆp in network B, are replaced
C
and σ̄pC in netby their commensurate counterparts σ̄zr
work C, consistent with Appendix C. Using Eqs. (D4-D5)
and Eqs. (C4-C9), the stress response difference between
the two structures then reduces to the following equation:
∆σ = σ C − σ B
"
=

B
τ̄ˆ r

+

C
τ̄ˆ p

Cr
"
Cp
B

B

−1 + (r̂ · τ̄ˆ r )2
B
r̂ · τ̄ˆ r
!
C
1 − (p̂ · τ̄ˆ p )2
C

p̂ · τ̄ˆ p

C

B

!
+ Cp

+ Cr

−τ̄ˆ r · τ̄ˆ p

!#

C

p̂ · τ̄ˆ p
B
C !#
τ̄ˆ r · τ̄ˆ p
B

r̂ · τ̄ˆ r

C

∈ Sp(τ̄ˆ r , τ̄ˆ p ).
(D6)
Once again, the two networks’ stress response difference
is contained in the space spanned by their two mutually
B
C
exclusive SS-states, τ̄ˆ r and τ̄ˆ p . Note that the stress
response difference of Eq. (D3) (process I) is a special
case of the general expression in Eq. (D6) for process II.
Consider finally the two compatible networks A and
A0 , related via process III. With the same procedure as
for processes I and II, we can write:
σA =

Nb −2H−1
X 
i=1


ˆA
Ci σ̄
zr,i + Cr r̂ ,

(D7)
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while the stress response of network C is given by:
0

σA =

Nb −2H−1
X 


ˆA
Ci σ̄
zr,i + Cp p̂

(D8)

i=1

By definition, under a load that is supported in both
networks, the coefficients Cr and Cp must be zero (see
Appendix C); and hence, there is no stress response difference between the two structures A and A0 under identical, supported loads. Again, the stress response dif-

ference for process III is a special case of Eq. (D6) for
process II.
In conclusion: the stress response difference between
two networks (related by a single supertriangle rotation) under identical, supported loading is contained in
the span of the structures’ mutually exclusive SS-states.
There may be zero, one, or two such states, corresponding to processes III, I, and II respectively. The precise
magnitude of the stress response difference can be found
using Eqs. (D3) (process I) and (D6) (process II); the
stress response difference for process III is trivially zero.

